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Enjoy!

Thanking the Moon|Celebrating the Mid-Autumn
Moon Festival by Grace Lin is the mentor text for
this product. 

Thank you for your purchase and for your interest in teaching kids about our world. It has
never been more important for children to learn about global cultures and to celebrate
our diversity.

“If we are to reach real peace in the world, 
we shall have to begin with the children.” 

–Mahatma Gandhi

Browse More 
Global Learning Products

Subscribe to our Go Global newsletter and get 
information and resources delivered to your inbox each month!  

on our website

on Teachers Pay Teachers

Globe Trottin' Kids

and

www.globetrottinkids.com/mid-autumn-festival/

Read our blog post about the Mid-Autumn Moon
Festival for more information and teaching
resources.

https://amzn.to/3qn1BCv
https://hustling-innovator-3002.ck.page/766fe2b12f
https://www.globetrottinkids.com/products/
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 READ YOUR WORLD 
Book Companion

Go on a nighttime picnic with a Chinese-American
family celebrating the Mid-Autumn Festival –one of
the most anticipated holidays of the lunar year.

Under a brightly lit sky, a family prepares to honor
and thank the moon for bringing them together. 
From arranging the offering table to pouring the tea,
everyone helps with the traditions that make this
celebration unique. 
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Identify Festival Traditions
Make a list of the traditions of the Mid-Autumn Festival. 

Gratitude & Wishes In the book, we see how the family
closes their eyes to thank the moon for bringing them
together - and to make secret wishes. Ask students to close
their eyes and think about what they would thank the moon
for. What would their secret wishes be? Use sentence strips
to have students finish the sentence: Thank you moon for…

Moon Art  You can’t celebrate the Mid-Autumn festival
without moons. Complete your Celebration Wall with moons. 

Make a Celebration Wall
Dedicate a space in your classroom for displaying student 
examples of Gratitude, Wishes, and Moon Art. 

      
      For the secret wishes, well they are secret, so students can 
      write those on a piece of paper and seal them in an 
      envelope with their name on the front. 

Find links to moon crafts (and lots more) on our website.

continued
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Use these sentences from the story to review a variety of skills below.

Ma-Ma prepares the nighttime picnic.

Ba-Ba arranges the moon-honoring table.

Mei-Mei plays with the pomelo peel.

Jie-Jiebrings out the lanterns.

I pour the round cups of tea.

We eat soft, sweet mooncakes.

We thank the moon for bringing us together and send it our secret wishes.

Sequence of Events
Present the sentences out of order. Have students arrange the events to show the
correct sequence of the story. Use the text for support as needed.

Subject & Predicate
Ask students to identify the subject (who or what the sentence is about) and the 
predicate (tells what the subject does or is).
Can they identify the sentence with a compound predicate?

Change the Verb
Ask students to identify the verb(s) in the sentence, and brainstorm synonyms that
could replace it. (prepares: makes, creates, arranges…)

Chinese Vocabulary
Review the Chinese character names used in the story. Ma-Ma, Ba-Ba, 
Mei-Mei (younger sister) and Jie-Jie(older sister). 
Teach students how to say “thank you.” xièxiè(syeh-syeh)

Illustrated Summary
Have students draw or paint a scene that represents the important traditions of the
Mid-Autumn Festival. Great for sharing and retelling!

Thanking the Moon by Grace Lin



Terms of Use

Thank you for abiding by universally accepted codes of professional ethics while using
this product.

Globe Trottin’ Kids

Use items (free and purchased) for your own classroom students, or your own
personal use. 
Reference this product in blog posts, at seminars, professional development
workshops, or other such venues PROVIDED there is credit given to Globe Trottin' Kids
as the author and a link back to our website or TPT store is included in your
post/presentation. 
Distribute and make copies of free items only to other teachers PROVIDED there is
credit given to Globe Trottin’ Kids and a link back to our website or TPT store.

Claim this work as your own, alter the files in any way, or remove/attempt to remove
the copyright/watermarks. 
Sell the files or combine them into another unit for sale/free. 
Post this document for sale/free elsewhere on the internet (this includes Google Doc
links on blogs). 
Make copies of purchased items to share with others is strictly forbidden and is a
violation of the Terms of Use, along with copyright law. 
Obtain this product through any of the channels listed above. 

Thank you for your purchase. 

By purchasing this resource, you are agreeing that the contents are the property of
Globe Trottin’ Kids and licensed to you only for classroom/personal use as a single
user. We retain the copyright and reserve all rights to this product. 

YOU MAY: 

YOU MAY NOT: 


